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TEXT 1: With nonchalant ease, the jazz quintet ROOFER, founded by the Swiss double-bass 
player and composer Luca Sisera, performs a balancing act between the avant-garde and an 
awareness of tradition. The band has impressively demonstrated this in their albums "Prospect" 
(2015, Leo Records) and "Moscow Files" (2017, Leo Records), which garnered considerable 
praise in the international specialist press. After numerous tours, festivals and concerts, 
ROOFER has made a name for itself, across national borders and far beyond, as an audacious 
and playful jazz collective that is keen to experiment. Even outside Europe, namely in Russia 
and China, this agile quintet has effortlessly played its way into the hearts of its audience. 

With the new audio release, which is to come out at the end of February 2019 on German 
trombonist Nils Wogram's "nWog" label, the band is set to commence a new chapter. The 
multitude of concerts has caused the band's language to be greatly enhanced once again, 
while the collective's cosmos of sound has broadened wonderfully. This is precisely where the 
thread for the new album is taken up. As always, intricate rhythms, fast-paced parts in unison, 
latent swing fantasies and anthemic soundscapes serve these five renowned jazz musicians as 
an improvisational plateau on which to play. This gives rise to complex and innovative music 



that is as liberated as it is conscious of form, and remains equally challenging for the musicians 
and the audience. Thus, it is no surprise that the extreme climbers who also call themselves 
"roofers", those who climb around on the world's tallest buildings without safety ropes, but with 
sophisticated techniques, know-how, experience and an immense love of adventure, act as 
metaphorical role models for this band. www.roofer-music.com 

 
TEXT 2: With their new album Starlex Complex, Luca Sisera ROOFER masterfully continue their 
journey over the hurdles and chasms of contemporary jazz. Starlex Complex follows their critically 
acclaimed debut album Prospect (Leo Records, 2015) and the live album Moscow Files (Leo 
Records, 2017). This new work, released on Nils Wogram's label nWog Records, contains nine 
compositions, including a three-part mini-suite. These open up a musical spectrum in which the 
ostensibly opposite poles of structure and freedom ethereally imbue each other and blend as a 
distinctive band sound. 
Creative Swiss bassist Luca Sisera is a musician considered one of the most versatile 
instrumentalists on the European scene. As an accomplished sideman, he playfully comes to grips 
with even the most demanding of jobs across the entire jazz genre, as well as interdisciplinary 
projects. In 2013, he founded ROOFER as his own quintet. Michael Jaeger (saxophone), Maurus 
Twerenbold (trombone), Yves Theiler (piano) and Michi Stulz (drums) are major musicians from the 
relatively young Swiss jazz scene. They handle the sometimes highly complex compositions very 
freely and thus realise their band leader's vision in a congenial way. "My vision is to create music 
where freedom, complexity and simplicity meet. Music that carries a strong collective spirit within it. 
We often keep the division of roles between accompanist and soloist completely open." 

It is no accident that Sisera named his band ROOFER. So-called "roofers" are climbers who clamber 
up high structures without safety equipment, and ably move around in urban roof and facade 
landscapes. 
Sisera is not one of these extreme athletes, but an extremely agile musician. The qualities with which 
roofers put their passion into practice characterise not only his compositions, but also his fellow 
musicians: love of adventure, willingness to take risks, sophisticated techniques, know-how and 
experience. Sisera's music is refined. It has a challenging edginess without rigidifying in lifeless 
formulae. Positive restlessness and well-placed contrasts keep it energised. 
 
Although the compositions are oriented towards complex forms and rhythmically pointed 
parameters, they are effortlessly turned into sound that pleases with its warmth and emotion. At 
certain moments, melodious and tranquil passages lend the music a flowing, hymnic aspect. On the 
other hand, the fact that each musician can duly draw attention to themselves again in spirited 
unison passages or interplay contributes to the intense listening experience that this album 
generates. 
 
Luca Sisera wrote the compositions for Starlex Complex while staying at the Nairs Artists' House in 
Scuol, amid the mountains of Grisons and very close to the soaring peak of Piz Starlex. This 
mountain, right on the border between Italy and Switzerland, served the half-Swiss, half-Italian 
Sisera as inspiration for the album's title. By adding "Complex", he alludes to the complex structures 
of his music, but also to the building complexes scaled by "real" roofers.  
 
This music is genuine and remains adventurous. 

www.roofer-music.com 

Pirmin Bossart, music journalist 
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Prospect           Moscow Files             Starlex Complex  
(Leo Records, 2015)         (Leo Records, 2017)              (nWog Records, 22.02.19) 
 
 
 
SOUND LINK: 
 
https://soundcloud.com/luca-sisera-roofer 
 
 
VIDEO LINKS: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLvuzfD4wMQ (Live Trailer) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eitdxgWo6rA (Schaffhauser Jazzfestival 2017) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6jpMUhZp90 (Jazzahead 2016, Bremen) 
 
 
CONCERT HIGHLIGHTS: 
 
2014  Unerhört Festival, Zürich (CH) 
 
2016  Stanser Musiktage, Stans (CH), Jazzahead, Bremen (D),  Moods, Zürich (CH), 

International Jazz Days, Arkhangelsk (RU), Leo Records Festival, Moscow (RU) 
 
2017  Schaffhauser Jazzfestival (CH), Eastshore Jazz Club, Beijing (CHN), JZ Club, Guangzhou 

(CHN), Leo Records Festival, Voronezh (RU) 
 
 
Tours in Switzerland, Germany, Russis and China. 
 
Past concerts: https://roofer-music.com/live-2/  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PRESS COMENTARIES:  
 
„...you	can	never	be	exactly	sure	where	the	tunes	are	headed,	but	you	can	trust	this	unit	to	make	the	process	a	
hell	of	a	lot	of	fun.	Unpredictable	right	up	to	the	end!“	
Stu’s	Record	Room,	Suart	Kremsky,	USA		
	
„Der	Kontrabassist	setzt	die	musikalische	Latte	hoch.	Musiker	und	Hörende	sind	gefordert.	Es	lohnt	sich!“		
Jazz’n’more,	Pirmin	Bossart,	Schweiz		
	
„Beim	richtigen	Hinhören	kracht	das	Unbekannte	gleich	von	Beginn	weg	los.	Die	bekannten	Swinglinien	und	
Zitate	rücken	in	den	Hintergrund,	und	die	rhythmischen	Verschiebungen	in	Siseras	Kompositionen	
drehen	den	Sound	von	Roofer	in	eine	neue	Richtung.“	WOZ,	Ursina	Trautmann,	Schweiz		
	
"Capping	off	the	“Swiss	Night”	was	Luca	Sisera	ROOFER,	who	impressed	with	adventurous	variations	on	the	
theme	of	Mingus-like	aesthetics."	Downbeat	Magazine,	Josef	Woodard,	USA		
	
„Indeed,	an	attention-grabbing	program	that	only	gets	better	on	repeated	listens!“		
All	About	Jazz	New	York,	Glenn	Astarita,	USA		
	
„Das	singt	und	swingt,	dass	das	Zuhören	zur	puren	Lust	avanciert.	Von	dieser	Zusammenarbeit	wünscht	man	
sich	mehr	und	mehr	und	noch	mehr!“	Jazzpodium,	Rainer	Bratfisch,	Deutschland		
	
„Luca	Sisera	è	uno	di	piu	interessanti	contrabassisti	svizzeri.	Da	non	perdere!“		
Ticinosette,	Fabio	Martini,	Schweiz		
	
 
 
BIOGRAPHIES: 
 
LUCA SISERA – Bass & Composit ion  
For a good 15 years, Luca Sisera has been a sought-after bassist in the Swiss jazz and improvisation scene. 
Musically, he likes to operate in the charged environment between composition and improvisation. He is frequently 
seen on stage at various festivals and jazz clubs across Europe in over 100 concerts each year, whereby some tours 
and concerts have already taken him to Egypt, China and America. To date, he has been involved in over 30 audio 
releases. Most recently, Luca Sisera has also started working as a composer for his own quintet "Luca Sisera 
ROOFER". As interdisciplinary projects have always interested him, Luca Sisera has also worked with authors, 
cabaret artists, dancers and visual artists, among others, as well as on theatre and film productions. 
www.lucasisera.com  
 
MICHAEL JAEGER – Tenor Saxophone & Clar inet  
Michael Jaeger has been active in the Swiss and European jazz scene since 2004. He is quick to attract attention via 
the individuality of his improvisation style and his playing concept. To date, his jazz musicians' collective Michael 
Jaeger KEROUAC has released three CDs of Jaeger's music on the renowned label Intakt Records and has played 
concerts all over Europe. His tours have also taken him to Egypt, the USA and China. Numerous projects in the fields 
of dance, theatre, electronics, film and literature. Collaborations with Tom Rainey (dr), Greg Osby (as), Urs Leimgruber 
(ss, ts), Hans Koch (basscl), Axel Dörner (tp), Martin Schütz (cello), Norbert Pfammatter (dr), Philipp Schaufelberger 
(git), Christian Weber (b), Fabian Gisler (b) and many others.  
www.michael jaeger.ch 
 
MAURUS TWERENBOLD – Trombone  
Maurus Twerenbold, born in Zug (CH) in 1988, studied jazz trombone at Hochschule Luzern Musik with Nils Wogram, 
Adrian Mears and Gerry Hemingway as well as composition with Ed Partyka. After completing the master studies in 
performance in Luzern he continued his studies with an additional masters degree in pedagogy at Jazzcampus 
Basel. As an exchange student he studied one year at the Conservatorium van Amsterdam with Eric van Lier and 
many other great masters. Maurus leads his own project „Maurus Twerenbold Non Harmonic Quartet“ and plays as a 
sideman in different groups like the Lucerne Jazz Orchestra, the Gamut collective, the David Regan Orchestra and 
the Lukas Brügger Jazz Orchestra. He is awardee of the Friedl-Wald-Stiftung 2012 and part of the „Generations Unit 
2014“, the awarded band of the international Generations Jazz Festival 2014 in Frauenfeld (CH). 
www.maurustwerenbold.ch  
 



YVES THEILER – Piano  
Yves Theiler has started his on-stage activity already in his teen years and has been perceived as a prodigious 
musical talent, as he got selected to join the Swiss K&S Art high school for young talented instrumentalists. Devoted 
to both composition and improvisation, he is focusing mainly on new composing and arranging concepts for the jazz 
piano trio format. All along his career he was constantly exposed to different ethnic musical influences, which are 
reflected in his works. His piano trio “YVES THEILER TRIO” is more than a distinguishable mirroring of his musical 
talent and has brought him not only local and international recognition, but as well numerous awards and prices. 
Yves Theiler is as well the recipient of several scholarships and awards, an acknowledgment of his talent. Moreover, 
he is a highly demanded sideman in the European Jazz scene and maintains an open minded attitude towards 
different musical styles.  
www.yvesthei ler.com 
 
MICHI STULZ – Drums  
Michi Stulz has been active in the European jazz scene for a good ten years. Already at an early stage, his sensitive, 
intuitive approach to music and his ability to always play in the service of the music made him a very highly sought-
after drummer for a wide range of different groups, such as Christoph Irniger Pilgrim, Lisette Spinnler Quartet, Stefan 
Aeby Trio, Tobias Preisig, Luca Sisera ROOFER, R.I.S.S. and many more.  
His involvement in concerts has taken him around the world. He has played in concerts and on tours in Japan, China, 
South Korea, Malaysia, Peru, Syria, Kosovo and all of Europe. He can currently be heard on over 30 audio releases. 
www.michistulz.com  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTACT: 
 

Luca Sisera 
+41 79 310 23 08 

lucasisera@gmail.com 
 

roofer-music.com 


